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One homeless person is dying
every 10 days. This must stop.

See over for details ---->

Come with us to the follow-up delegation:
Tuesday, April 25, 10:30am, Toronto City Hall
Meet us by Toronto sign in the square
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300 people on average slept on mats, chairs or floors every night
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at warming centres, drop ins, or 'Out of the Cold' facilities this
past winter. Many of these facilities, now closed for the year, do
not provide showers and lack sufficient bathrooms.
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16,000 people used the shelter system in 2016
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2013. See our website for details.
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Decreasing incomes and skyrocketing rents are pushing ever more
people into homelessness. Chronic overcrowding, bug-infested
dormitories and recurrent spread of contagious diseases plague the
city’s emergency shelter system. Many people are forced to risk
death by sleeping on the streets.
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Under these circumstances, Mayor John Tory implemented a
budget that gave rich multi-million dollar property owners such as
himself a break while cutting budgets for public housing and
emergency shelters (and long-term care homes, transit, and more).
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The city must open 1000 new shelter beds to bring shelter
occupancy rates down to a manageable level. Given winter
spaces have closed, the city must also immediately add 300 beds
in armouries, gyms or other public spaces that can offer showers,
enough bathrooms and meet basic shelter standards. It has the
resources to do so.
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